T R AV E L M A J O R C A

You'll find fruit and
vegatable stalls and pretty
shops in the heart of Palma

MUST TRY

the corner from Cala Mondrago’s pine trees (on the east
coast) is a beautiful serene stretch of beach and that
Santanyi market has a great selection of foods including
artisan breads, sea-salts, capers and tasty fresh fruit and
vegetables. Porto Colom aspires to be acknowledged as
the true birthplace of Christopher Columbus. Whether
or not they’re successful, it’s a pretty port town with
vegan-friendly cafes, and was a lovely stop for us.
THE HEAVY TORTILLA
Our Spanish teacher had a great sense of humour and
a flexible approach and every day I alternated between
envy that some of my fellow students were also learning
privately, thankfulness that I wasn’t, and resentment
of the small amount of homework to be done. I paired
up with a German lady and our eleven o’clock break
would see us rushing to the nearby corner coffee shop
(no almond milk, sadly) and drinking rich, strong dark
coffee in the sun while ogling the motorbike policemen
from the police station opposite. Our Spanish teacher
started a game in which we would learn ever-more
ridiculous excuses for being late to school (the cat ate my
homework, my feet became stuck to the floor, the tortilla
was so heavy I couldn’t move). Lessons passed quickly
and I found myself wishing I’d booked two weeks of
Spanish lessons instead of just one.
A TOSSED OLIVE
Our boutique hotel, the Nakar was, as the bartender
said; ‘a martini olive’s toss’ from the best shopping
street in town. It is modern and authentic, made from
local materials, the architect, interior designer, owner
and chef are Majorcan and it serves vegan-friendly
‘Majorquine’ cuisine. On discovering that its spa uses
SpaRitual products (they are sustainable and vegan

l Traditional Majorcan potatoes are tiny, knobbly and red.
They’re absolutely delicious with salt
l Local vegan ice-cream from Cream Crew in Santa
Catalina
l Any bean salad, as they are traditional Majorcan dishes,
you’ll find a huge range
l Anything vegan from Bon Lloc. You can’t go wrong!

Tumblet is a local stew of
potato, aubergine and
peppers with tomato sauce.

friendly) I indulged myself with a Yuzu Rose
Ritual, a foot massage, exfoliation and body wrap.
FOOD FRENZY
My friends are foodies, and we made some great
discoveries. Near to Santa Catalina; the oldest
farmers market on the island, we came across
‘Cream Crew,’ on Carrer Soler, a vegan ice-cream shop!
The area, originally popular with fishermen, has now
accrued a good number of rather nice restaurants, and
all of those we tried were vegan-friendly, too, with
vegetable dishes on the menus.
Another day, visiting the fabulous farmers’ market,
Mercat de l’Olivar in Palma, I walked up to the first
floor, and stumbled on the Vegan Gastronomy Culinary
Academy. Run enthusiastically by Stephanie Prather and
Manuel Lynch, this is a destination in itself, providing
courses of between 3 hours and 2 weeks duration from

Croquetas, a vegan Spanish
dish with spicy sauce
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